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This paper focuses on the multi-objective optimization of the reentrant hybrid flowshop scheduling problem (RHFSP) with
machines turning on and off control strategy. RHFSP exhibits significance in many industrial applications, but scheduling with
both energy consumption consideration and reentrant concept is relatively unexplored at present. In this study, an improved
Multi-Objective Multi-Verse Optimizer (IMOMVO) algorithm is proposed to optimize the RHFSP with objectives of makespan,
maximum tardiness, and idle energy consumption. To solve the proposed model more effectively, a series of improved operations
are carried out, including population initialization based on Latin hypercube sampling (LHS), individual position updating based
on Lévy flight, and chaotic local search based on logical self-mapping. In addition, a right-shift procedure is used to adjust the
start time of operations aiming to minimize the idle energy consumption without changing the makespan. Then, Taguchi method
is utilized to study the influence of different parameter settings on the scheduling results of the IMOMVO algorithm. Finally, the
performance of the proposed IMOMVO algorithm is evaluated by comparing it with MOMVO, MOPSO, MOALO, and NSGA-II
on the same benchmark set. The results show that IMOMVO algorithm can solve the RHFSP with machines turning on and off
control strategy effectively, and in terms of convergence and diversity of non-dominated solutions, IMOMVO is obviously superior
to other algorithms. However, the distribution level of the five algorithms has little difference. Meanwhile, by turning on and off
the machine properly, the useless energy consumption in the production process can be reduced effectively.

1. Introduction

Hybrid flowshop scheduling problem usually involves several
stages, each of which contains a certain number of parallel
machines and each job passes through all the stages only once
in sequence. However, in some special industries, a job needs
to access some stages more than once, such as semiconductor
wafer manufacturing and TFT-LCD (thin film transistor
liquid crystal display) panel manufacturing. RHFSP has been
proved to be NP-hard [1], making it difficult to be solved by
traditional methods. Therefore, it is of great theoretical and
practical value to carry out research on the efficient intelligent
optimization algorithm for this problem.

Since Graves andMeal et al. [2] first studied the reentrant
scheduling problem in 1983, great progress has been made.

Although real-world RHFSP is multi-objective by nature,
many researches focus on the RHFSP with single-objective.
Bertel and Billaut [3] studied the RHFSP with parallel
machines and proposed a genetic algorithm to minimize the
weighted number of delayed jobs. Pearn and Chung et al. [4]
investigated the integrated circuits final test scheduling prob-
lemwith reentrant and proposed three network algorithms to
minimize the total machine load. Choi and Kim [5] proposed
several improved heuristic algorithms, such as NEH and SO,
to minimize the maximum completion time and compared
themwith the SA algorithm.The experimental results showed
that the heuristic algorithms can produce better solutions in
the relatively short time. Kim and Lee [6] studied the RHFSP
of uncorrelated parallel machines at each stage and pro-
posed CDS and NEH heuristic algorithms to minimize the
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maximum completion time under certain delay constraints.
Choi and Kim et al.[7] considered the two-stage RHFSP
and minimized the completion time using the branch and
bound algorithmunder the constraint ofmaximumallowable
due date. El-Khouly and El-Kilany et al. [8] proposed an
optimization method for reentrant production workshop
using Lagrangian decomposition with the objective of min-
imizing the total delay. Hekmatfar and Fatemi Ghomi et
al. [9] proposed some heuristic algorithms and random key
genetic algorithms (RKGA) with the objective of minimizing
the maximum completion time and compared them with
the hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA). Experimental results
showed that the HGA was superior to other algorithms.
Lin and Lee et al. [10] combined the analytical hierarchy
process (AHP) and the genetic algorithm to deal with multi-
objective RHFSP and applied them in a repair shop. The
results showed that it is better than manual scheduling.
Chen and Pan et al. [11] applied the hybrid tabu search
algorithm to study RHFSP with the objectives of minimizing
themaximumcompletion time and compared themixed tabu
search algorithm with integer programming techniques. Wu
and Liu et al. [12] studied the reentrant scheduling problem
considering learning effects with the objective of minimizing
the maximum completion time.

In recent years, some scholars have studied the multi-
objective RHFSP. Cho and Bae et al. [13] proposed a
Pareto genetic algorithm to solve the biobjective RHFSP,
which included the crossover operation based on Minkowski
distance and local search strategy with the objectives of
minimizing the maximum completion time and total delay
time. Choi and Kim et al. [14] studied the real-time dynamic
RHFSP with multiple optimization objectives, including
maximum system output, minimum average running time,
minimum average delay time, and minimum number of total
lost jobs using a real-time scheduling mechanism based on
decision tree which is applied to a real TFT-LCD panel
production line at last. Ying and Lin et al. [15] proposed an
efficient iterative Pareto greedy (IPG) algorithm based on
the research in [13]. Shen and Wang et al. [16, 17] proposed
an improved teaching and learning optimization algorithm
and a Pareto discrete harmony search algorithm to solve the
biobjective RHFSP.

At present, energy saving plays an increasingly significant
role in manufacturing industries, especially energy-intensive
industries. Optimizing production schedule helps to reduce
unnecessary energy consumption. Luo and Du et al. [18]
proposed a novel ant colony optimization algorithm for
the hybrid flowshop scheduling problem considering energy
consumption cost. Mansouri and Aktas et al. [19] solved
the flowshop scheduling problem considering maximum
completion time and total energy consumption by mixed
integer multi-objective programming model and heuristic
algorithm. Lei and Zheng et al. [20] proposed a hybrid frog
leaping algorithm to solve the flexible flowshop scheduling
problem considering energy consumption with the objective
of minimizing the workload balance and total energy con-
sumption. Wang et al. [21] used the NSGA-II algorithm to
solve the problem of identical parallel machine scheduling
with the objectives of reducing total energy consumption

and makespan. Liu and Guo et al. [22] addressed a novel
integrated green scheduling problem of flexible job shop and
crane transportation to reduce the comprehensive energy
consumption of the machining process and transportation
process using a mixed integer programming model. Yildirim
and Mouzon [23] proposed a mathematical model to mini-
mize energy consumption and total completion time of a sin-
gle machine, furthermore, introducing the dominance rules
and a heuristic to increase the speed of the proposed multi-
objective genetic algorithm. In [24], the single-machine
scheduling problem with the objective of minimizing the
energy cost under the change of energy price was studied;
experiments show that energy consumption can be reduced
by using the machine turning on and off control strategy.

In the current context of rising energy prices and increas-
ingly stringent environmental concerns, it is particularly
important to reduce energy cost and achieve green and
sustainable development for the manufacturing industry.
According to the latest data released by the State Energy
Administration and China Telecom Federation, the energy
consumption of manufacturing industry accounts for about
one-third of the total energy consumption. However, both
purchasing more energy-efficient equipment and building
more energy-efficient production lines require huge financial
investments. The benefits could not be easily enjoyed by
most ofmanufacturing companies, especially those small and
medium sized enterprises. In practice, it was observed that
in an eight-hour shift, the bottleneck machines still stay idle
16% of the time on average. If the machines are turned off
during the idle periods, 13% energy will be saved [25]. So it is
significant for saving energy to turn off machines when they
are idle for a certain amount of time. However, the research
on energy consumption of RHFSP only focuses on the total
energy consumption or idle energy consumption and seldom
combines the scheduling problem with the machine turn on
and off strategy. A schedulingmodel considering themachine
turning on and off control strategy is proposed in this paper. It
breaks the assumption thatmachineswill not stop until all the
jobs have been processed in RHFSP and reduces the useless
energy consumption.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the
RHFSP is described with the makespan, max tardiness, and
idle energy consumption objectives in Section 2. In Section 3,
the proposed IMOMVO algorithm is introduced in detail,
using an existing benchmark to present the procedure of
the encoding and PS decoding. The influence of parameter
settings on the IMOMVO algorithm is investigated and
comparisons with other algorithms for simulated data are
shown in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, some conclusions
and future work are discussed.

2. Problem Description

The RHFSP addressed in this study can be described as
follows [17, 26, 27]: n jobs need to be processed in s stages
in sequence. There are 𝑚𝑖 identical parallel machines in the
stage i, and each job can be processed on any machine in
the corresponding stage. Due to the workflow requirement,
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a job may access some stages more than once. The objective
is to determine the allocation of jobs to parallel machines at
each stage, as well as the sequence of the jobs assigned to
each machine in order to find the no-dominated Pareto set.
Using the three-field notation introduced by Pinedo [28], the
RHFSP is expressed as FFC |𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑐| C𝑚𝑎𝑥, T𝑚𝑎𝑥, SEC𝑚𝑖𝑛.

Additionally, the following assumptions are made: all the
jobs and machines are ready at zero time; at any time, each
machine can process at most one job, and each job can only
be processed by at most one machine; all the jobs do not
affect each other; the number of re-entrance of each job,
the processing time of each operation, and the production
route of each job through the shop are known in advance;
the buffer capacity between any two consecutive processing
stages is infinite; preemption is not allowed, and once the job
is processed, it cannot be interrupted; themachine failure and
the machine adjustment time are not considered.

2.1. Symbol Definition. The mathematical symbols involved
in the model and their meanings are as follows:

𝑛: number of jobs𝑗: index for jobs, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛𝑠: number of stages𝑖: index for stages, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑠𝑚𝑖: number of identical parallel machines in stage 𝑖𝑙: index for machines in stage 𝑖, 𝑙 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚𝑖𝑁𝑗: number of operations for job 𝑗𝑘: index of operations for job 𝑗, 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁𝑗𝑂𝑗𝑘: the 𝑘 − 𝑡ℎ operation of job 𝑗𝑝𝑗𝑘: processing time of 𝑂𝑗𝑘𝑀: a large number𝑈𝑖: set of operations that are processed in stage 𝑖𝑆𝑗𝑘: starting time of 𝑂𝑗𝑘𝑑𝑗: due date of job 𝑗𝐶𝑗: completion time of job 𝑗𝑃𝑊: energy consumption of machines per unit time
at processing jobs time𝑃𝐼: energy consumption of machines per unit time at
idle time𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝: turning on and off time of machines𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 cos 𝑡: energy consumption of machines at the
turning on and off time𝑇𝐵: the critical time to choose to shutdown machines𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙: number ofmachines in all stages,𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑚1+𝑚2 + . . . + 𝑚𝑠𝑞: index of machines, 𝑞 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙; index of
machine𝑅𝑞: number of operations on machine 𝑞𝐵𝑞𝑟: starting time of 𝑟 − 𝑡ℎ operation on machine 𝑞𝐸𝑞𝑟: ending time of 𝑟 − 𝑡ℎ operation on machine 𝑞

𝐹𝑞𝑟 = {1, if turns off the machine after an operation; 0,
otherwise}
𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = {1, if O𝑗𝑘 is processed on the machine l in stage
i; 0, otherwise} ∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙
𝑍𝑗𝑘𝑗𝑘 = {1, if 𝑂𝑗𝑘 procedes 𝑂𝑗𝑘 ; 0, otherwise} ∀𝑗 <𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑘.

2.2. Machine Turning On and Off Control Strategy. It is
generally assumed in RHFSP that the machine stops until all
the jobs have been processed. Inevitably, machines will be
idle during the waiting time. Kordonowy [29] analyzed the
energy consumption ofmachine tools. It is observed that only
19.2%-65.8% of the energy is consumed in machining time.
Gutowski [30] found that most of the energy is consumed
while the machine is idle in the Toyota Motor Corporation.
Turning off the machine in idle time can save this part of
energy consumption. However, it will take considerable time
and energy to turn on and offmachines. So we need to switch
themachine at the right time. In general, energy consumption
behaviors can be conceived as cyclic processes. Take turning
shop as an example, the cyclic power graph is shown as
Figure 1 [31].

From Figure 1, it can be seen that energy consumption
cycle can be obviously simplified into two phase. One is the
idle time which is waiting for tasks, and another is the pro-
cessing time which is working on tasks. Energy consumption
depends on the working state of machines. It is assumed that
the energy consumption per unit time is constant when the
machine is idle. When the machine is in shutdown state, no
energy consumption will be generated. The machine state
transition diagram for an energy consumption cycle is shown
in Figure 2. The text in brackets on the arc represents the
transition time and energy consumption required for the
transition between different states. Machine turning on and
off decision variables are used to judge the state of a machine
after completion of machining. We need to determine after
which operations the machines should be turned off.

First of all, if turns off the machine after an operation, the
conversion time should be less than the interval between the
start processing time of the next job and the completion time
of it, that is to say, the constraint (1).

𝐵𝑞𝑟+1 − 𝐸𝑞𝑟 ≥ 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝,
𝑞 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙, 𝑟 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑅𝑞 (1)

Secondly, the energy consumption of starting machine is
greater than that of idling state. When choosing to shut down
the machine, the interval between adjacent jobs should be
greater than a critical time length, that is, the constraint (2)
should be satisfied.

𝐵𝑞𝑟+1 − 𝐸𝑞𝑟 ≥ 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 cos 𝑡𝑃𝐼 ,
𝑞 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙, 𝑟 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑅𝑞 (2)
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Figure 2: Machine state transition diagram.

Supposing 𝑇𝐵 = max(𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 cos 𝑡/𝑃𝐼, 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝), the above
two constraints can be combined into the following form (3):

𝐵𝑞𝑟+1 − 𝐸𝑞𝑟 ≥ 𝑇𝐵,
𝑞 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙, 𝑟 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑅𝑞 (3)

2.3.Mathematical ProgrammingModel. Based on the existing
literature [14, 15, 32], a mixed integer programming model
for three-objective of 𝑅𝐻𝐹𝑆𝑃 is presented, Cmax denotes the
makespan, Tmax denotes the maximum tardiness time, and
SECmin denotes the idle energy consumption.

Objective Functions

𝑓1 = 𝐶max = max𝐶𝑗 (4)

𝑓2 = 𝑇max = max (max (0, 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗)) (5)

𝑓3 = 𝑆𝐸𝐶min

= 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙∑
𝑞=1

𝑅𝑞−1∑
𝑟=1

𝐹𝑞𝑟𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 cos 𝑡
+ 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙∑
𝑞=1

𝑅𝑞−1∑
𝑟=1

(𝐵𝑞𝑟+1 − 𝐸𝑞𝑟) (1 − 𝐹𝑞𝑟) 𝑃𝐼
(6)

In 𝑓3, because of the existence of product term (𝐵𝑞𝑟+1 −𝐸𝑞𝑟)(1 − 𝐹𝑞𝑟), the model is a more complex nonlinear model,
so it needs to be transformed into a linear model.

ℎ𝑞𝑟 = {{{
𝐵𝑞𝑟+1 − 𝐸𝑞𝑟 𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑞𝑟 = 1
0 𝑖𝑓 𝐹𝑞𝑟 = 0 (7)

Plugging ℎ𝑞𝑟 = (𝐵𝑞𝑟+1 −𝐸𝑞𝑟)𝐹𝑞𝑟 into formula (6), then the
nonlinear term is removed and themodel is transformed into
a linear form as formula (8):

𝑓3 = 𝑆𝐸𝐶min

= 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙∑
𝑞=1

𝑅𝑞−1∑
𝑟=1

𝐹𝑞𝑟𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 cos 𝑡
+ 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙∑
𝑞=1

𝑅𝑞−1∑
𝑟=1

(𝐵𝑞𝑟+1 − 𝐸𝑞𝑟 − ℎ𝑞𝑟) 𝑃𝐼
(8)

Subject to

𝑚𝑖∑
𝑙=1

𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 (𝑆𝑗𝑘 + 𝑝𝑗𝑘) ≤ 𝑚𝑖∑
𝑙=1

𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘+1𝑙𝑆𝑗𝑘+1 ∀𝑖, 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 (9)

𝑚𝑖∑
𝑙=1

𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 1 ∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑂𝑗𝑘 ∈ 𝑈𝑖 (10)
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𝑀(2 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙) +𝑀(1 − 𝑍𝑗𝑘𝑗𝑘) + (𝑆𝑗𝑘 − 𝑆𝑗𝑘)
≥ 𝑝𝑗𝑘 ∀𝑖, 𝑗 < 𝑗, 𝑙, 𝑂𝑗𝑘 ∈ 𝑈𝑖, 𝑂𝑗𝑘 ∈ 𝑈𝑖 (11)

𝑀(2 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙) +𝑀𝑍𝑗𝑘𝑗𝑘 + (𝑆𝑗𝑘 − 𝑆𝑗𝑘)
≥ 𝑝𝑗𝑘 ∀𝑖, 𝑗 < 𝑗, 𝑙, 𝑂𝑗𝑘 ∈ 𝑈𝑖, 𝑂𝑗𝑘 ∈ 𝑈𝑖 (12)

𝑀(2 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙) + (𝑆𝑗𝑘 − 𝑆𝑗𝑘) ≥ 𝑝𝑗𝑘
∀𝑖, 𝑘 < 𝑘, 𝑙, 𝑂𝑗𝑘 ∈ 𝑈𝑖, 𝑂𝑗𝑘 ∈ 𝑈𝑖 (13)

𝑆𝑗𝑘 ≥ 0 ∀𝑗, 𝑘 (14)

𝐶𝑗 = 𝑠∑
𝑖=1

𝑚𝑖∑
𝑙=1

𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑁𝑗 𝑙 (𝑆𝑗𝑁𝑗 + 𝑃𝑗𝑁𝑗) ∀𝑗 (15)

𝐶𝑗 ≤ 𝐶max ∀𝑗 (16)

Equations (4), (5), and (8) represent the three-objective
functions of the optimization problem:makespan, maximum
tardiness, and idle energy consumption (turning on and off
energy consumption and idle energy consumption). Con-
straint (9) ensures that the starting time of operation 𝑂𝑗𝑘+1
is not earlier than the end time of operation 𝑂𝑗𝑘. Constraint
(10) ensures that each operation can be processed on only one
machine in the required stage. Constraints (11), (12), and (13)
ensure that each machine processes at most one operation
at a time; Equation (14) is the nonnegative restriction for 𝑆𝑗𝑘
and constraints (15) and (16) define themaximumcompletion
time target.

In a three-objective optimization problem, according to
the definition of dominance [33], solution 𝑋1 dominates𝑋2(𝑋1 ≺ 𝑋2), if and only if ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, 𝑓𝑖(𝑋1) ≤𝑓𝑖(𝑋2) ∧ ∃𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, 𝑓𝑖(𝑋1) < 𝑓𝑖(𝑋2). A solution 𝑋 is
the Pareto optimal solution (or nondominant solution) if and
only if there is no solution that can dominate it. For the above
RHFSP, it aims to obtain the Pareto optimal solutions or the
Pareto front.

3. The Proposed IMOMVO Algorithm

Although many intelligent optimization algorithms have
been used to solve the RHFSP, “No Free Lunch Theorems”
[34] indicated that no algorithmcan solve all the optimization
problems. One algorithm is only targeted at certain specific
problems and not necessarily effective for other problems.

TheMulti-Verse Optimizer (MVO) [35] is a novel heuris-
tic algorithm proposed by Professor Mirjalili in 2015, which
divides the search process into two aspects: exploration and
development. There is always high possibility of moving
objects from a universe with high inflation rate to a universe
with low inflation rate. In order to maintain the diversity of
universes and perform exploitation, each universe has worm-
holes to transport its objects through space randomly. In 2016
Mirjalili et al. [36] proposed a Multi-objective Multi-verse
Optimizer (MOMVO) algorithm. The search mechanism of
MOMVO is very similar to MVO, but external archive is
introduced to store the best non-dominated solutions so far.

In order to further improve the quality of the solutions, the
MOMVO algorithm was improved from three aspects: (1)
In many algorithms, the initial population is generated in a
completely randommanner. Since the number of populations
is much smaller than the solution space, random solutions
may be concentrated in a certain local region, which is not
conducive to expanding the search space and converging
towards the global optimal solution. This paper adopted
the Latin hypercube sampling technology to initialize the
population. (2) Lévy flight was introduced into MOMVO.
Both short-distance and long-distance movement are used
to update the individual position, which can improve the
global search ability of the algorithm. (3) Selecting partial
solutions from external archives and updating the individual
positon using logical self-mapping can improve the local
search ability of the algorithm.

3.1. Coding and Decoding. MVO algorithm is mainly used
to solve optimization problems of continuous functions, so
it cannot be directly used to deal with discrete optimization
problems. In this paper, we adopt random key coding.
Each gene is represented by random numbers within [0, 1].
To get a feasible schedule, a reasonable decoding method
is required to determine the processing sequence of all
jobs at each stage and arrange suitable machines for the
operations. Then the start time and completion time of all
operations can be calculated. At last the three objectives
can be obtained. In this study, we decode it according to
PS method in reference [13], generate scheduling schemes
according to various constraints, and ensure that the arbitrary
arrangement of individuals is always a feasible scheduling.
With the PS method, all jobs are allocated according to the
job permutation. When it allocates a job, all its operations are
assigned to the machines that can complete the operations as
early as possible.

Take the RHFSP with 4 jobs and 3 stages as an example,
in which the number of identical parallel machines at each
stage is 3, 2, and 2, respectively. It is assumed that all the
following parameters of the machines are the same, the
working energy consumption per unit time PW=8, the idling
energy consumption per unit time PI=2, the turning on and
off cost of the machine Setupcost=10, the turning on and off
time of the machine Tsetup=2. In addition, the due date of
each job and the processing times are shown in Table 1.

If the processing time of one operation 𝑝𝑗𝑘=0, it is
indicated that the job is not processed in the stage of a
certain pass. It can be seen from Table 1 that jobs 1, 2, and
4 are involved in two re-entrances, and job 3 is involved in
one re-entrance. For job 2, its processing sequence is stage
1 → stage 2 → stage 2 → stage 3 → stage 2 → stage
3. Using the random key coding, the individual length is
equal to the number of jobs, and each element is arbitrarily
selected within [0, 1] as shown in Table 2. It is hypothesized
that an individual position vector is [0.6555, 0.3922, 0.7431,
0.1712], then the corresponding job sequence is [4, 2, 1, 3]
by ascending the elements of each vector, which means the
processing order of the jobs is 4-2-1-3. The PS method was
used to decode the job sequence into a feasible schedule. The
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Table 1: The processing times of the four-job and three-stage example.

Processing
time (𝑝𝑗𝑘) Operations (first) Reentrant 1 Reentrant 2 Due Date

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
Job 1 2 2 1 0 2 1 0 1 2 13.2
Job 2 1 3 0 0 2 1 0 2 1 14.5
Job 3 3 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 8.6
Job 4 2 1 1 2 0 0 3 1 0 11.7

Table 2: Random key coding.

𝑘 1 2 3 4
individual 0. 6555 0. 3922 0. 7431 0. 1712
ascending order 0.1712 0. 3922 0. 6555 0. 7431
job sequence 4 2 1 3

Gantt charts are shown in Figure 3. Firstly, all the operations
of job 4 are arranged on the machines that can process it at
the earliest. Then, the operations of job 2 are arranged on the
machines that can process them as early as possible. If the
completion time of a certain operation of job 2 is smaller than
the start time of the arranged operation of job 4 on a certain
machine, the operation of job 2 will be arranged before it;
otherwise, it will be arranged behind it. Next, following the
same procedure as before, all the operations of jobs 1 and 3 are
arranged on the machines. At last, it calculates the objective
values with C𝑚𝑎𝑥=13, T𝑚𝑎𝑥= 3.4, and SEC𝑚𝑖𝑛=18.

3.2. Right-Shift Procedure. In this study, we propose a right-
shift procedure to further improve the quality of the solutions.
On the premise of not changing the job sequence, the pro-
cedure can reduce the SECmin and minimize the number of
idling without affecting the makespan. Since the adjustment
of the latter job will affect the adjustable range of the former
job, the order of adjustment should be fromback to front.The
specific steps are as follows.(1)Without considering the energy consumption cost of
the machine, all the jobs will be processed as early as possible
and then calculating the start and end time of each operation
to generate a schedule sequence.(2) According to the schedule sequence, the start time
of each operation on each machine is adjusted from back
to front. The adjustment diagram is as shown in Figure 4,
in which A and B are the jobs corresponding to two oper-
ations on the machine. S𝐴 and S𝐵 are the start time of the
corresponding operation, 𝑆𝐴 is the start time of the next
operation of job A, E𝐴, E𝐵, and 𝐸𝐴 are the completion time
of the corresponding operation, and t1, t2, and t3 are the
corresponding processing time. If S𝐵 is not greater than 𝑆𝐴,
E𝐴=S𝐵. Otherwise, it does not need to be adjusted.(3) Adjust the start time and completion time of all
operations according to (2).
3.3. Population Initialization Based on Latin Hypercube Sam-
pling. When the optimal solution space cannot be predicted,
the solution space feature of the initial population can

maximize the information of all the individuals within a
limited number. Therefore, the distribution of the initial
population seriously affects the convergence performance of
the algorithm. In this paper, the Latin hypercube sampling
technique is used to initialize the population. Assuming that
m samples are extracted in ann-dimensional vector space, the
steps for Latin hypercube sampling are as follows.(1) Divide each dimension into m intervals that do not
overlap so that each interval has the same probability.(2) Randomly extract a point in each interval of each
dimension.(3) Randomly extract the points selected in (2) from each
dimension and form them into vectors.

In case of 2-dimensional vector and 100 samples, the dis-
tribution of the initial population constructed by completely
random and Latin hypercube sampling is shown in Figure 5.
The distribution of samples constructed by Latin hypercube
sampling is more uniform.

3.4. Updated Positions of Individuals Based on Lévy Flight.
The Lévy distribution was a probability distribution model
proposed by the famous French scientist Paul Pierre Lévy in
the 1930s. Lévy flight is a random search method following
the Lévy distribution. It usually moves in short distance and
occasionally in long distance, so as to avoid the repeated
movement in one place. The diagram is shown in Figure 6.
Updating the individual position by Lévy flight can expand
the search space, increase the diversity of the population, and
avoid falling into local optimum in a certain range.

In this paper, the Mantegna algorithm was used to
simulate the Lévy distribution. The specific principles are as
follows [37]:

𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑡 + 𝛼 ⊗ 𝐿𝑒V𝑦 (𝛽) (17)

where 𝑥𝑡 and 𝑥𝑡+1 are the current position and updated
position of the individual, 𝛼 is the step scaling factor, ⊗ is the
point multiplication operation, the step size factor 𝛽 of the
Lévy flight rangeswithin [1, 2], and𝐿𝑒V𝑦(𝛽) is a Lévy random
path.

𝐿𝑒V𝑦 ∼ 𝑢 = 𝑡−𝜆, 1 < 𝜆 ≤ 3 (18)

Generating random step size according to Lévy distribu-
tion, 𝑠 = 𝜇/|]|1/𝛽, where 𝜇 and v follow normal distribution,𝜇 ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝜎2𝜇) and ] ∼ 𝑁(0, 1), where

𝜎𝜇 = { Γ (1 + 𝛽) sin (𝜋𝛽/2)𝛽Γ ((1 + 𝛽) /2) 2(𝛽−1)/2}
1/𝛽

(19)
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Figure 3:Gantt charts of the four-job and three-stage example. (a) Scheduling Job 4. (b) Scheduling Job 2. (c) Scheduling Job 1. (d) Scheduling
Job 3.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of right-shift procedure.

3.5. Chaotic Local Search of Logical Self-Mapping. Introduc-
ing logical self-mapping into MOMVO algorithms, 20% of
individuals in the external archives are randomly selected
as elites. Then, chaotic optimization algorithm is used to
search within the neighborhood of the elites, and the search

space is gradually narrowed as the iteration progresses. If a
better solution is detected, it will replace the solution in the
external archives. If the search does not produce a better
solution, it jumps to the next elite until the traversal is
completed. In this paper, the logical self-mapping function is
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Figure 6: Lévy flight diagram.

adopted to generate the chaotic sequences. Themathematical
expressions are as follows:

𝑡𝑖+1,𝑑 = 1 − 2 ∗ 𝑡𝑖,𝑑2, 𝑡𝑖,𝑑 ∈ (0, 1) (20)

(1) Scale the elites X𝑖 according to formula (21).

𝑡𝑖,𝑑 = 2 (𝑥𝑖,𝑑 − 𝑙𝑏𝑑)(𝑢𝑏𝑑 − 𝑙𝑏𝑑) − 1,
𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐷

(21)

(2) Substitute the scaled D-dimensional variables into
logical self-mapping function to generate newD-dimensional

variables. Then, transform the generated chaotic variables
into the solution space X𝑖 according to formula (22).

𝑋𝑖 = 12 (𝑢𝑏𝑑 − 𝑙𝑏𝑑) . ∗ 𝑡𝑖 + 12 (𝑢𝑏𝑑 + 𝑙𝑏𝑑) ,𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . 𝑛 (22)

(3) Calculate the function value, if 𝑋𝑖 ≺ 𝑋𝑖, then 𝑋𝑖 =𝑋𝑖 and update t𝑖 according to formula (20); repeat (1) (2)
until the maximum number of iterations is reached.

3.6. The Algorithm Flow of IMOMVO. MOMVO and MVO
have similar searchmechanismusingwhite holes, black holes,
and wormholes to improve the solutions. A leader selection
mechanism is employed to select solutions from the archives
and create tunnels between solutions. Specifically, the crowd-
ing distance between each solution in the archives is first
selected, and the number of solutions in the neighborhood
is counted as a measure of coverage or diversity in the
approach. Then, to improve the distribution of solutions in
the archives across all objectives, a roulette wheel from the
less populated regions of the archives is applied to select
solutions. The pseudocode of the IMOMVO algorithm is as
shown in Algorithm 1.

4. Computational Results

In order to validate the effectiveness of the IMOMVO
algorithm, four multi-objective optimization algorithms,
including MOMVO, MOPSO, MOALO, and NSGA-II, are
selected for comparative study. The simulation environment
is windows 7, Intel Core i7-4770 cpu@3.40GHz, 8G memory.
The algorithm is programmed by MATLAB R2017a.

4.1. Test Problems. The experiments were conducted on the
benchmark set randomly generated by Cho et al. [13], which
consists of 120 small-sized test problems and 120 large-sized
test problems. For small-sized problems, the number of jobs
is within [10, 20], the number of stages is within [5, 10], the
number of re-entrance is within [1, 2], the number of parallel
machines per stage is within [1, 2], and the processing time is
within [1, 10]. For large-sized problems, the number of jobs
is within [10, 50], the number of stages is within [5, 25], the
number of re-entrance is within [1, 6], the number of parallel
machines per stage is within [1, 6], and the processing time is
within [1, 30].
4.2. Performance Measures. This paper selected three perfor-
mance indicators: SP, GD, and IGD, in which SP and GD
are described in literature [38, 39]. Since the true optimal
Pareto front of the problem is unknown, the non-dominated
solutions of the five algorithms are approximated as the
optimal Pareto front.

SP is used to measure the distribution uniformity of
the non-dominated solutions on the Pareto front. As we all
know, the smaller the SP, the better the result. When SP=0,
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(1) /∗Set the parameters of the IMOMVO algorithm.∗/(2) /∗Initialize the population using Latin hypercube sampling technology∗/‰(3) /∗initialize iter =1. ∗/(4) while(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 < 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟)(5) /∗UpdateWEP and TDR∗/(6) 𝑊𝐸𝑃 = min + iter.((max −min)/𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟) and 𝑇𝐷𝑅 = 1 − (𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟)1/𝑃/𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟1/𝑃(7) for 𝑖 = 1 : 𝑛(8) /∗Boundary checking of the universes∗/(9) /∗Calculate the inflation rate (fitness) of universes∗/(10) /∗Calculate the start processing time of each operation according to PS decoding strategy ∗/(11) /∗Right-shift procedure∗/‰(12) /∗Calculate the inflation rate (fitness) of universes∗/(13) end for(14) /∗Sort fitness values∗/(15) /∗Find the non-dominated solutions∗/(16) /∗Normalized the inflation rates∗/(17) /∗Add the non-dominated solutions to archive ANS∗/(18) if size of ANS is reaches NA then(19) /∗Delete the solutions with many neighbouring solutions from the ANS∗/(20) /∗Applying roulette wheel and 𝑝𝑖 = Ni/c∗/(21) end if(22) /∗Local search with Chaotic Local Search of Logical Self-Mapping method∗/‰(23) /∗Update the position of universes ∗/
(24) 𝑥𝑗𝑖 = {{{{{{{

{{{
𝑥𝑗 + 𝑇𝐷𝑅 × ((𝑢𝑏𝑗 − 𝑙𝑏𝑗) × 𝑟4 + 𝑙𝑏𝑗) 𝑟3 < 0.5
𝑥𝑗 − 𝑇𝐷𝑅 × ((𝑢𝑏𝑗 − 𝑙𝑏𝑗) × 𝑟4 + 𝑙𝑏𝑗) 𝑟3 ≥ 0.5 𝑟2 < 𝑊𝐸𝑃

𝑥𝑗𝑖 𝑟2 ≥ 𝑊𝐸𝑃(25) if r5 > 0.5(26) /∗Update the position of universes using Levy flight ∗/‰(27) end(28) /∗Boundary checking of the universes ∗/(29) 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 1(30) end while(31) /∗Return the solutions in ANS∗/
Algorithm 1

the non-dominated solutions on the Pareto front are evenly
distributed. The SP is calculated as follows:

𝑆𝑃 = √ 1𝑛 − 1
𝑁∑
𝑖=1

(𝐷 − 𝐷𝑖)2 (23)

where 𝐷𝑖 = min(∑𝑀𝑘=1 |𝑓𝑖𝑘 − 𝑓𝑗
𝑘
|), 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3 . . .𝑁, 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗,𝐷 = (1/𝑛)∑𝑛𝑖=1𝐷𝑖, and N is the number of non-dominated

solutions.
GD is used to evaluate the approximation degree between

the front obtained by the algorithm and the real Pareto front
of the problem which is calculated as follows:

𝐺𝐷 = √∑𝑁𝑖=1 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡2𝑖𝑁 (24)

where N is the number of non-dominated solutions in the
Pareto front and 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖 is the Euclidean distance between the
i-th solution and the nearest solution in the optimal Pareto
front. A smaller GD corresponds to better convergence of the
algorithm. The minimum value of GD is 0, indicating that all

the non-dominated solutions in the Pareto front are included
in the optimal Pareto front.

IGD is a comprehensive performance evaluation indica-
tor which can evaluate the convergence performance of the
algorithm and the diversity performance of non-dominated
solutions by calculating the minimum distance between the
point on each optimal Pareto front and the Pareto front
obtained by some algorithm. The calculation formula is as
shown in (25), where |𝑁∗| is the number of non-dominated
solutions in the optimal Pareto front andN is the Pareto non-
inferior solution set obtained by the algorithm. Clearly, the
smaller the IGD, the better the convergence and distribution
quality.

𝐼𝐺𝐷 = ∑𝑥∈𝑁∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑥,𝑁)|𝑁∗| (25)

4.3. Parameter Setting. The performances of metaheuristics
often depend on the parameter setting. The IMOMVO
algorithm mainly involves three key parameters, population
size N, step size factor 𝛽 of Lévy flight, and local detection
speed P of MOMVO. Many instances selected from the
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Figure 7: Main effect plot for RV.

Table 3: Levels of parameters.

Parameters Factor level
1 2 3 4

N 40 60 80 100𝛽 1.2 1.5 1.7 1.9
P 5 6 7 8

benchmark set [13] are used for investigation, while there
is little difference. In this paper, Taguchi method is used to
study the effects of different parameters on the experimental
results with Sproblem-04-20 as an example. The factor levels
for each parameter are shown in Table 3. According to the
number of factors as well as the number of factor levels,
the orthogonal table L16 (3

4) is adopted. For each factor
level combination in the orthogonal table, it runs 10 times
independently. In addition, the IGD performance metrics is
regarded as the response variable (RV). Clearly, the smaller
the RV value, the better the combination. The experimental
results are shown in Table 4. The average response value
(ARV) and the importance order of each parameter are
shown in Table 5. Figure 7 shows the level trend of each
parameter.

From Table 5 and Figure 7, it can be seen that parameter
N is the most significant one among the three parameters.
Parameter 𝛽 ranks second and parameter P ranks the last.
Regarding parameter N, a large value of N may lead to an
insufficient evolution process, while a small value may cause
insufficient exploration at each generation. As for parameter𝛽, a larger 𝛽 meant larger step size, which is beneficial to
global search, but not to local search. According to the above
investigation, the three key parameters of the IMOMVO
algorithm are set to N=80, 𝛽 =1.5, and P=7.

4.4. Results and Discussion. In this paper, six small-sized
and six large-sized problems are randomly selected for the
benchmark set. Each problem runs 10 times independently
using the five algorithms, and each run gets a set of
[𝑆𝑃,𝐺𝐷, 𝐼𝐺𝐷]. The average (Avg), the standard deviations
(Std), and the minimum values (Min) for the six small-sized
and six large-sized problems are reported in Tables 6 and 8.
The optimal results of the performance indicators are shown
in bold.

The average and standard deviation can only represent
the problem-solving performance from the macroscopic
perspective. It can be seen from the student’s t-tests whether
there are significant differences between two algorithms. To
show the statistical difference between the IMOMVO and
other algorithms, the results are listed in Tables 7 and 9. As
can be seen from Tables 7 and 9, GD and IGD of IMOMVO
is better than those of the other algorithms on all the small-
sized problems andmost large-sized problems.Therefore, the
proposed IMOMVO algorithm was significantly superior to
other algorithms at 95% confidence level. However, regarding
SP, IMOMVO was not significantly different from other
algorithms. Therefore, the distribution levels of the five
algorithms have little difference.

Taking Sproblem-04-02 as an example to analyze the
scheduling results after adding the turning on and off
control strategy. There are 16 jobs, 8 machines, 1 re-entrance,
and 6 stages in the problem. Meanwhile, the number of
identical parallel machines in each stage is 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, and
1. The Pareto front obtained by each of the five algorithms
is shown in Figure 8. Taking a non-dominated solution
13—5—8—2—12—9—11—6—10—1—16—4—7—15—14—3
of IMOMVO algorithm as an example, its corresponding
objective function values 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥=153, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥= 110.7137, and𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛=222. In Figure 9, Gantt charts of the non-dominated
explored by IMOMVO with considering the machine
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Table 4: Orthogonal arrays and RV values.

Number Factor RV
N 𝛽 P

1 40 1.2 5 1.1892
2 40 1.5 6 0.7710
3 40 1.7 7 1.0505
4 40 1.9 8 1.3805
5 60 1.2 6 1.1824
6 60 1.5 5 1.0333
7 60 1.7 8 0.8261
8 60 1.9 7 0.8349
9 80 1.2 7 0.6824
10 80 1.5 8 0.7110
11 80 1.7 5 0.8578
12 80 1.9 6 0.8531
13 100 1.2 8 0.9243
14 100 1.5 7 1.0596
15 100 1.7 6 1.0430
16 100 1.9 5 0.9107

Table 5: ARV values and significance ranks.

Level N 𝛽 P
1 1.0978 0.9946 0.9978
2 0.9692 0.8937 0.9624
3 0.7761 0.9444 0.9069
4 0.9844 0.9948 0.9605
Delta 0.3217 0.1011 0.0909
Rank 1 2 3

turning on and off control strategy are illustrated. Figure 10
shows the Gantt charts of the non-dominated (𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 153,𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥= 110.7137, and 𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛=276) without considering the
machine turning on and off control strategy. Comparative
results show that the operations while considering the
machine turning on and off control strategy is relatively
centralized, and the energy consumption is reduced by 54.
For machine 3, after job 4 is finished, job 14 is processed
directly without waiting. In Figure 7, the double arrow
indicates that the machine needs to be shut down. The first,
seventh, and eighth machines do not need to shut down,
while all other machines need to be shut down during
the processing. For machine 5, there are five idling, all of
which need to be shut down except for the fourth one.
The machine turning on and off control vectors with and
without considering the machine turning on and off control
strategy are shown separately in formula (26) and (27),
among which 1 means shutdown the machine and 0 means
idle after finishing one operation. In addition, comparisons
show that the number of idling of all machines is 42 and
32, respectively. So the number of idling is reduced by

10; however, both of them have 15 shutdowns during the
processing.

𝑈1 =

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

0 00 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 11 1 1 11 0 0 01 1 1 0 11 10 0 00 0

}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}

(26)

𝑈2 =

{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

0 00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 11 1 1 1 10 0 1 0 0 00 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 11 11 0 0 00 0

}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}

(27)

Taking six small-sized problems as examples, each prob-
lem runs 10 times independently, and the relative variation of
the average makespan and idle energy consumption of each
problem is shown in Figure 11. The negative sign indicates
the relative reduction. It can be seen from the graph that
RHFSP considering machines turning on and off control
strategy greatly reduces the idle energy consumption on the
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Table 6: Comparisons of IMOMVO and the four algorithms for small-sized problems.

Test problems Performance measures IMOMVO MOMVO MOPSO MOALO NSGA-II

Sproblem-01-20

SP
Min 4.2538 3.3425 2.6581 4.8011 3.4495
Avg 5.5441 6.1904 6.7477 9.2005 5.4655
Std 1.2617 2.8282 2.9487 3.1855 1.5064

GD
Min 0.4243 1.0905 1.7217 1.4066 1.3952
Avg 0.9150 2.0821 2.2098 5.1492 2.0520
Std 0.3053 1.1803 0.4345 2.3362 0.3902

IGD
Min 1.1835 1.9842 2.2384 2.7163 2.1045
Avg 0.2990 0.7035 0.4396 0.6491 0.5931
Std 1.0887 1.0087 1.6941 1.6562 1.3959

Sproblem-02-20

SP
Min 6.4828 6.0011 7.8466 3.8277 3.9211
Avg 9.7764 15.8743 14.8757 9.0176 14.3121
Std 4.0321 9.8391 5.0085 2.6563 5.4210

GD
Min 0.8724 1.5297 2.1647 3.3802 2.5898
Avg 1.9700 4.0680 3.6181 5.3739 3.8907
Std 0.9110 1.8535 1.2529 1.3984 1.3274

IGD
Min 1.0842 2.6203 2.6529 3.3949 3.2842
Avg 2.4374 5.1764 4.6116 6.1921 4.7595
Std 1.4366 2.8636 1.5003 2.7036 2.1415

Sproblem-03-20

SP
Min 2.567 0.8237 2.7398 4.4499 2.3531
Avg 4.9246 4.9596 4.3365 6.1176 6.0466
Std 2.0407 2.2553 1.4207 1.9027 3.0756

GD
Min 0 0.5079 1.5609 1.8643 0.9265
Avg 0.9232 2.4554 2.1164 2.9399 1.8288
Std 0.8034 1.4898 0.4847 0.7599 0.5991

IGD
Min 1.0441 2.0295 1.3708 2.1544 1.4214
Avg 1.4052 3.1044 2.7329 2.7603 2.5920
Std 0.2756 1.0239 1.3596 0.5844 1.1414

Sproblem-04-20

SP
Min 4.4390 3.0618 4.1757 6.0383 5.036
Avg 6.4714 6.7734 7.4176 9.9239 7.5878
Std 1.1955 1.8944 2.2194 2.6719 2.4746

GD
Min 0.5672 2.0327 1.9053 4.3381 1.8788
Avg 1.2277 2.8152 3.5303 7.1940 3.0729
Std 0.5413 0.6537 2.9476 2.2363 0.8076

IGD
Min 0.8572 1.2991 2.1892 3.399 2.1246
Avg 1.5798 2.4576 3.0508 5.4666 2.8488
Std 0.4280 0.7041 0.7275 1.1314 0.7762

Sproblem-05-20

SP
Min 1.9556 3.7677 2.5162 3.8762 3.4323
Avg 5.3309 8.5614 7.9275 7.2344 6.4903
Std 2.0804 3.7584 9.4040 3.0191 3.3006

GD
Min 0.4654 2.7581 0 4.2029 3.5653
Avg 1.7576 4.3472 3.8166 8.6313 4.5525
Std 0.9737 2.0990 1.9706 3.5671 0.9877

IGD
Min 1.4727 2.0496 3.0676 5.155 2.7927
Avg 2.0439 3.5092 3.8419 7.9333 4.0812
Std 0.5769 1.1922 0.8280 2.9383 1.0016

Sproblem-06-20

SP
Min 5.6331 7.7566 5.1192 7.3206 5.7043
Avg 10.1854 13.3589 9.5592 12.1647 8.7989
Std 3.58811 5.2599 4.1399 3.5184 2.8420

GD
Min 0 2.8996 3.3732 5.2997 3.1649
Avg 1.5256 5.1802 5.5500 14.7124 5.1470
Std 0.9362 1.9553 2.3292 7.9477 1.5420

IGD
Min 1.1463 3.067 3.0608 4.3261 3.0502
Avg 2.2706 4.6015 5.2186 12.3180 4.5948
Std 0.6253 1.1447 1.3723 5.1917 0.8459
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Table 7: T-test of IMOMVO vs. MOMVO,MOPSO, MOALO, and NSGA-II for small-sized problems.

Test problems Performance measures p value of IMOMVO vs.
MOMVO MOPSO MOALO NSGA-II

Sproblem01-20
SP 0.518 0.258 0.006 0.901
GD 0.012 0 0 0
IGD 0.006 0 0 0

Sproblem02-20
SP 0.095 0.022 0.625 0.048
GD 0.005 0.003 0 0.001
IGD 0.015 0.004 0.010 0.011

Sproblem03-20
SP 0.977 0.464 0.193 0.349
GD 0.010 0.001 0 0.010
IGD 0 0.013 0 0.010

Sproblem04-20
SP 0.675 0.251 0.002 0.215
GD 0 0.026 0 0
IGD 0.003 0 0 0

Sproblem05-20
SP 0.029 0.405 0.118 0.360
GD 0.040 0.008 0 0
IGD 0.004 0 0 0

Sproblem06-20
SP 0.132 0.722 0.229 0.351
GD 0 0 0.001 0
IGD 0 0 0 0
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Figure 8: Pareto fronts of Sproblem-04-02.

premise of ensuring the production efficiency, which shows
the effectiveness of the strategy.

To sum up, it can be seen from the experimental results
that the RHFSP considering machines turning on and off
control strategy reduced the total energy consumption of
the machines effectively without sacrificing the production
efficiency. The useless energy consumption in the production
process can be reduced by reasonably setting the turning on

and off of the machines. The proposed IMOMVO is more
effective than other algorithms for solving themulti-objective
RHFSP.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the RHFSP with the objectives of makespan,
maximum tardiness and idle energy consumption was solved
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Table 8: Comparisons of IMOMVO and the four algorithms for large-sized problems.

Test problems Performance measures IMOMVO MOMVO MOPSO MOALO NSGA-II

Lproblem-01-20

SP
Min 31.5046 37.9386 39.2627 45.2234 32.5645
Avg 47.0788 63.0421 48.9852 83.7999 56.2081
Std 14.6542 24.1826 9.5585 24.5639 19.7613

GD
Min 9.6393 20.0731 40.3205 58.4695 14.7962
Avg 15.0285 33.6796 49.1722 87.9470 28.7340
Std 4.0260 11.0479 8.2321 19.4371 15.4064

IGD
Min 11.1861 14.2001 32.0123 36.2466 21.3965
Avg 13.6352 31.7573 49.3988 63.4794 27.3624
Std 1.6068 11.5299 11.0756 28.5335 4.5460

Lproblem-02-20

SP
Min 39.2138 43.3812 41.9372 43.5818 35.7117
Avg 48.0512 80.0144 58.5973 78.0675 48.6288
Std 10.2653 42.4928 11.7668 22.4166 16.4953

GD
Min 0 13.7379 36.8747 31.5268 25.0612
Avg 13.0129 53.0043 52.3202 52.7521 35.1891
Std 6.6623 26.9211 12.8599 11.8538 16.3095

IGD
Min 0 12.3588 17.6584 31.939 22.0302
Avg 11.7856 50.5360 52.2226 64.0970 33.5677
Std 6.5477 32.6129 33.5188 27.0935 19.0259

Lproblem-03-20

SP
Min 12.9284 14.5336 11.0352 17.2225 14.2715
Avg 17.1909 20.6562 17.6746 28.972 17.6740
Std 2.6819 5.0773 5.2745 16.9026 2.6553

GD
Min 0 6.5092 0 20.6104 0.6099
Avg 1.7627 16.8459 15.5075 32.7396 9.3958
Std 2.6162 7.7080 7.1737 10.1721 5.5497

IGD
Min 1.3130 10.1753 11.3452 26.5771 1.3472
Avg 5.2737 17.9577 24.5695 39.4279 16.1063
Std 2.1392 7.8994 20.5780 909037 3.9406

Lproblem-04-20

SP
Min 19.7206 16.7344 19.5014 23.1202 22.6913
Avg 26.3831 31.3330 30.8081 35.5944 27.2626
Std 4.6792 12.3887 9.3875 5.5558 5.7137

GD
Min 0 2.0338 6.719 23.9144 8.2262
Avg 5.0776 13.6868 15.6351 34.7515 15.0124
Std 3.5823 10.2058 5.1480 5.7331 9.2964

IGD
Min 0 5.8252 9.7547 20.8213 7.7169
Avg 5.8495 12.9112 15.1598 33.2070 12.0886
Std 2.3550 5.3789 4.7880 12.1977 4.7048

Lproblem-05-20

SP
Min 0 0 0 0 0
Avg 19.7206 26.1458 24.2800 18.4337 21.7567
Std 31.3350 33.8072 25.3138 31.3129 27.0370

GD
Min 0 0 5.1640 0 0
Avg 4.8984 14.9427 19.6865 26.1215 16.9535
Std 3.3327 8.2743 20.7626 15.1955 8.0954

IGD
Min 6 0 7 21.7401 11.3529
Avg 9.1573 22.7388 25.2810 29.1370 27.4365
Std 1.9291 16.6252 14.5438 3.1175 17.4456

Lproblem-06-20

SP
Min 26.3994 27.5350 29.1025 42.2188 33.6225
Avg 56.4040 57.7383 47.7134 63.3400 52.4290
Std 17.8382 19.7179 14.8274 19.3504 14.5233

GD
Min 0 10.4265 4.7540 18.6695 8.2554
Avg 4.6472 21.3337 11.9000 27.2603 14.1198
Std 2.4220 10.5578 8.0866 8.5111 5.9599

IGD
Min 10.4799 17.6675 17.8134 18.5859 16.1167
Avg 12.4413 27.938 21.5491 38.2586 23.4192
Std 1.7633 8.9999 4.1238 17.7398 7.8422
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Table 9: T-test of IMOMVO vs. MOMVO, MOPSO, MOALO, and NSGA-II for large-sized problems.

Test problems Performance measures p value of IMOMVO vs.
MOMVO MOPSO MOALO NSGA-II

Lproblem01-20
SP 0.091 0.001 0.256 0.734
GD 0 0 0.014 0
IGD 0.001 0 0 0

Lproblem02-20
SP 0.127 0.129 0.014 0.943
GD 0.014 0 0 0.001
IGD 0.028 0.037 0.005 0.021

Lproblem03-20
SP 0.072 0.799 0.043 0.690
GD 0 0 0 0.002
IGD 0.001 0 0 0

Lproblem04-20
SP 0.261 0.205 0.001 0.711
GD 0.028 0 0 0.005
IGD 0.002 0 0 0.001

Lproblem05-20
SP 0.665 0.725 0.928 0.878
GD 0.004 0.039 0.002 0
IGD 0.040 0.013 0 0.005

Lproblem06-20
SP 0.928 0.125 0.671 0.392
GD 0.001 0.021 0 0
IGD 0 0 0.001 0.002
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Figure 9: Gantt charts of a non-dominated solution with machines turning on and off control strategy.

by the MOMVO algorithm. In order to establish a high-
performance approach for this problem, the MOMVO algo-
rithm was improved, including population initialization
based on Latin hypercube sampling (LHS), individual posi-
tion update based on Lévy flight, and chaotic local search
operation based on logical self-mapping. The effectiveness
of the improved operations was shown by numerical tests.
Experimental results demonstrated the superiority of the

proposed IMOMVO to the other algorithms. Specifically, the
comparative results showed that IMOMVO was significantly
better than other algorithms in terms of the convergence
and diversity of the non-dominated solutions. Regarding the
distribution of the non-dominated solutions, there was no
significant difference in the five algorithms. At present, the
research on the RHFSP is not profound enough. The RHFSP
model considering the machine turning on and off control
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Figure 10: Gantt charts of a non-dominated solution without machines turning on and off control strategy.
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Figure 11: Relative change of makespan and idle energy consumption.

strategy in this paper can reduce the energy consumption of
the machine effectively. It is mainly suitable for the scenarios
in which the turning on and off is convenient and the turning
on and off energy consumption is relatively low. In the future,
the work could focus on the RHFSP considering time-of-use
tariffs and the joint optimization considering maintenance.
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